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To Whom It May Concern 
 
Wielhouwer & Associates continue to be a trusted, dependable and reliable resource to the Bluewater District 
School Board. As the Maintenance Foreman with the Bluewater District School Board, it is my responsibility to 
ensure 13 Secondary and 40 Elementary Schools are maintained to a high level of expectation.  
 
As a supplier, Wielhower & Associates can be counted on to match existing hardware regardless of the age of a 
building.  I have often faxed a quick sketch, emailed a picture or couriered a broken sample to Eli and the 
responds is always immediate. Eli also provides an excellent, easy to read catalogs c/w part numbers, sizes and 
options like color and hand. Typical Architectural Hardware consist of, 
 

 Locker hardware (continuous hinges, pulls, clasps, hooks)  

 Window hardware (locks, springs, cables, pulls, hinges) 

 Door hardware (exit hardware, dogging locks, pulls) 

 Toilet Partition hardware (all architectural items) 

 
Wielhower & Associates is the only contractor I call when I need any repair work done, primarily focusing on 
integrated building features such as folding walls in a gymnasium. The knowledge and expertise Eli has is very 
evident and easy to see. The team work they demonstrate on site is professional and detailed. Scheduling with 
other trades and working around building and school uses has always been considered when discussing time 
lines. Eli has no difficulty with any of our walls.  Various contractors task include 
 

 Replacing hangers, tracks, chains 

 Repairs sprockets, chains, guides 

 Replacing limit switches, controls 

 Laminating new panels on damaged doors 
 

I have attached photos of the Sydenham Gymnasium Wall. The wall skins were damaged from years of wear and 
tear, Eli laminated a cover panel over the existing wall that still looks good to this day. 
 
OSCVI photos show sprockets, shafts and chain configurations. Eli had to remove a broken shaft and replace. 
Working conditions were high and working space was tight. 
 
I would highly recommend Wielhower & Associates to all future projects or improvements to maintaining your 
buildings.  I can be reached at any time to further discuss past projects. 
 
Brent Wathke 
 
Maintenance Foreman 
Bluewater District School Board 
519-376-8588 ext. 25 
brent_wathke@bwdsb.on.ca 
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